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I Love You 

Too, 

I Love 

You Three

Wendy 

Tugwood; 

Sheila 

McGraw, illus.

Mothers 

know the 

stress and worry of separation from a child. This 

joyful book in verse perfectly captures the love 

between parents and children. Ages 3–6. $14.95 hc
poetry, counting • colour illus. throughout, 

24 pp. 978-1-77085-784-1 (Firefly Books)
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Picture Books

Under 

the Moon

Misja Fitzgerald 

Michel; Ilya 

Green, illus.

Thirteen jazz 

standards 

and lullabies 

recorded by 

singing legends that will rock young children into 

a sweet, blissful sleep. Lyrics and brief explanatory 

notes included. Ages 0–3. $22.95 hc/cd Nov.

jazz, dream songs • 13 colour illus. 44 pp. 

978-2-924217-78-8 (The Secret Mountain)

Fox and Squirrel: 

The Best Christmas Ever

Ruth Ohi

Fox and Squirrel are getting ready for Christmas, 

but they can’t agree on how to celebrate. It’s 

only when things fall apart that they realize 

what matters: spending time together. 

Ages 3–6. $14.99 hc Oct.
Christmas, friendship • colour illus. throughout,

32 pp. 978-1-4431-5703-2

(Scholastic Canada)

Deck the Halls: 

A Canadian Christmas Carol

Helaine Becker; Werner Zimmermann, illus.

Join Porcupine and friends as they decorate 

for Christmas. This hilarious, tongue-in-cheek 

re-setting of the popular Christmas carol will 

have the whole family singing this holiday 

season. Ages 3–8. $16.99 hc Oct.
Christmas, celebrations • colour illus. throughout, 

32 pp. 978-1-4431-4836-8 

(Scholastic Canada)

The Lost Gift

Kallie George & 

Stephanie Graegin

In this poignant 

book, four animals 

come together—

despite Squirrel’s 

grumbling—to 

deliver a lost 

package for Santa. 

Sure to become a 

Christmas classic. Ages 4–8. $23.99 hc Oct.

holidays & celebrations, Christmas & Advent •

colour illus. throughout,  40 pp. 

978-0-5535-2481-9 (Schwartz & Wade)

 $23.99 hc Oct.

We Sang You Home

Richard Van Camp; Julie Flett, illus.

A sweet, lyrical board book from Richard 

Van Camp and Julie Flett, the team behind 

the bestselling Little You. Gentle rhythmic 

text welcomes new babies and celebrates 

the bond between parent and child. 

Ages 0–3. $9.95 bb Oct.

Indigenous, family • 13 colour illus. 

26 pp. 978-145981-178-2 

(Orca Book Publishers)

singing legends that will rock young children into 

Fox and Squirrel: 

Nanette’s 

Baguette

Mo Willems

Nanette 

takes her 

first solo 

trip to the 

bakery. 

Will Nanette 

get the 

baguette from baker Juliette? Or will Nanette soon 

be beset with regret? Ages 3–5. $18.99 hc Oct.

rhyming, papercraft • colour illus. throughout, 

40 pp. 978-1-484-72286-2 (Disney-Hyperion)

Deck the Halls: 

YOUNG READERS      CANADIAN AUTHOR 

“Comfort with reading begins in childhood, when parents 
or other loving adults read to children. It creates a ‘safe’ 
place where—nevertheless—dangers can be explored 

(and, in children’s books, hopefully, overcome).”
– Margaret Atwood
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Hungry Bird

Jeremy Tankard

The hilarious, blue-feathered diva from Grumpy 

Bird and Boo Hoo Bird returns in another laugh-

out-loud melodrama. For every child who has 

ever needed a snack right now, and for every 

parent who has tried to provide, Hungry Bird 

is sure to satisfy. Ages 3–6. $19.99 hc Oct.

humour, friendship • colour illus. throughout, 

32 pp. 978-0-545-86417-6 

(Scholastic)

Hungry Bird

Two turtles find a hat. It looks good on both of 

them. But there are two turtles and only one hat. 

Jon Klassen’s deadpan finale to the celebrated 

hat trilogy, We Found a Hat has a surprising 

new twist. Ages 4–8. 

$21.99 hc Oct.

friendship • 978-0-7636-5600-3

Peppa Pig and the Little Train
All aboard! Peppa Pig and her brother, George, are visiting Granny 

and Grandpa Pig, and Grandpa Pig has a surprise for them. Toot  toot! 

Chug  chug! Who will they meet as they ride the train all around town? 

And when Miss Rabbit’s bus gets stuck in the mud, who might help 

them save the day? Young readers will love the newest picture book 

starring Peppa Pig—as well as the included colouring poster.

      Peppa Pig picture books and novelty books are based on the wildly 

successful animated series beloved by children and their families all 

over the world. From camping trips to treasure hunts to splashy muddy 

puddles, Peppa Pig has an adventure for everyone! 

Ages 2–5. $17.00 hc
family • colour illus. throughout, 32 pp. 

978-0-7636-9044-1 (Candlewick Press)

 

Also Available: 

Peppa Pig and the Year 
of Family Fun 

978-0-7636-8739-7 • $17.99 hc

Peppa Pig and the Lost 
Christmas List 

978-0-7636-7456-4 • $5.99 pb

Peppa Pig and the Day 
at Snowy Mountain

978-0-7636-7741-1 • $5.99 pb

Footloose

Kenny 

Loggins; 

Tim Bowers, 

illus.

Time to cut 

loose! Have 

a rockin’ time 

introducing 

kids to the 

fun of Footloose, with all-new lyrics from Kenny 

Loggins and a CD to sing and dance along with. 

Ages 2–6. $23.95 hc/cd Oct.
animals, humour • colour illus. throughout, 28 pp. 

978-1-63322-118-5 (Quarto Kids/Moondance Press)

Picture Books
“Your dreams are always with you, just waiting.

Big dreams, about the kind of person you want to be.
Wonderful dreams about the life you will live.”

— Chris Had� eld & Kate Fillion, � e Darkest Dark

SHOPPING ORGANIZER



Marvellous 

Munsch!

Robert Munsch; 

Michael 

Martchenko, illus.

Five classic 

stories and 

exciting bonus 

material from 

Canada’s 

bestselling 

storytelling team. Ages 3–8. $24.99 hc
humour, family • colour illus. throughout, 

184 pp.  978-1-4431-4863-4 (Scholastic Canada)

5YYOUNG READERS

King Baby

Kate Beaton

All hail King 

Baby! This royal 

ruler has many 

demands, and 

when his subjects 

can’t keep up, 

King Baby takes 

matters into his 

own tiny hands. 

Ages 3–6. 

$22.99 hc
family, new baby • colour illus. throughout, 

40 pp.  978-0-545-63754-1 

(Arthur A. Levine Books/Scholastic)

The Branch

Mireille Messier; 

Pierre Pratt, illus.

When an ice storm 

tears a girl’s favorite 

branch from the 

tree in her yard, 

she and her kindly 

neighbor transform 

it into something 

entirely new. 

Ages 3–7. $18.95 hc  

family, imagination & play • colour illus. throughout,

32 pp. 978-1-77138-564-0 (Kids Can Press)

The Darkest Dark

Chris Hadfield & Kate Fillion; 

The Fan Brothers, illus.

Inspired by Chris Hadfield’s childhood and 

brought to life by the Fan Brothers’ lush, 

evocative illustrations, The Darkest Dark will 

encourage readers to dream the impossible. 

Ages 3–7. $22.99 hc
science, growing up • colour illus. 

throughout, 48 pp. 978-1-10191-862-3

(Tundra Books)

Good Pirate

Kari-Lynn 

Winters; Dean 

Griffiths, illus.

Augusta’s 

pirate-captain 

father insists 

that pirates 

must be rotten, 

sneaky and brainy. But is there really any reason a 

pirate can’t be sneaky, brainy and fancy too? 

Ages 5–8. $19.95 hc
individuality, acceptance • colour illus. throughout, 

32 pp. 978-1-927485-80-4 (Pajama Press)

Blue and 

Red Make 

Purple

Jennifer 

Gasoi; 

Steve 

Adams, illus.

A playful 

album of 12 

irresistible 

songs that 

meld many styles, such as bluegrass, calypso and 

klezmer. Includes notes on history, instruments 

and characteristics of each musical genre. 

Ages 4–7. $22.95 hc/cd Oct.

jazz, music education • 12 colour illus. 48 pp. 

978-2-924217-79-5 (The Secret Mountain)

The Hockey Song

Stompin’ Tom Connors; 

Gary Clement, illus.

The most iconic song ever written for the 

game of hockey comes to life through one 

of the greatest shinny games imaginable. 

Ages 3 and up. $24.95 hc Oct.
hockey, sports • colour illus. throughout, 

40 pp. 978-1-77164-189-0 

(Greystone Books)

Narwhal: Unicorn 

of the Sea!

Ben Clanton

Join happy-go-lucky 

Narwhal and his no- 

nonsense friend Jelly 

as they discover the 

whole wide ocean 

together in this 

wonderfully silly early

graphic novel. Ages 

6–9. $10.99 pb Oct.
graphic novels, marine life • colour illus. throughout, 

64 pp. 978-1-10191-871-5 (Tundra Books)

A Squiggly 

Story

Andrew Larsen; 

Mike Lowery, 

illus.

A young boy 

writes a story 

with the help 

of his older 

sister using 

only the few 

letters he knows, some squiggly lines and a great 

imagination. Ages 3–7. $18.95 hc
imagination & play • colour illus. throughout, 

32 pp.  978-1-77138-016-4 (Kids Can Press) 

sneaky and brainy. But is there really any reason a 

   CANADIAN AUTHOR 

Based on the lyrics of Hawksley Workman’s 

song, Almost a Full Moon, friends 

travel from near and far to 

visit a boy and his grand-

mother in the middle 

of winter. Ages 3–7. 
family life • $21.99 hc 

978-1-77049-871-6 
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What is Peace?

Wallace Edwards

In this stunning 

work of art and 

text, Wallace 

Edwards explores 

ideas of peace and 

invites all readers 

to think about 

what it means to 

them. Ages 4–10. 

$19.99 hc

values, peace • colour illus. throughout, 32 pp. 

978-1-4431-4843-6 (Scholastic Canada)

All the World 

a Poem

Gilles Tibo; 

Manon 

Gauthier, illus.

A wonder-

filled tribute 

to poetry, with 

unique collage 

art, accessible 

to all ages. If the world is a poem, then anyone can 

be a poet! Ages 5 and up. $18.95 hc 

poetry, imagination • colour illus. throughout, 

32 pp. 978-1-77278-009-3 (Pajama Press)

to all ages. If the world is a poem, then anyone can 

Stepping 

Stones: 

A Refugee 

Family’s 

Journey

Margriet Ruurs;

Nizar Ali Badr, 

art

This English-Arabic picture book tells the story of 

a family forced to flee their village to escape a civil 

war. Partial proceeds to refugee resettlement. 

Ages 4–8. $20.00 hc Oct.
refugees, humanitarian crisis • 25 colour illus. 

28 pp. 978-1-45981-490-5 (Orca Book Publishers)

This English-Arabic picture book tells the story of 

A Child of Books

Oliver Jeffers & Sam Winston

A little girl sails her raft across a sea of words, arriving at the 

house of a small boy and calling him away on an adventure. 

Through forests of fairy tales and across mountains of  

make- believe, the two travel on a fantastical journey that 

unlocks the boy’s imagination. Now a lifetime of magic 

and adventure lies ahead of him. . . . Who will be next? 

      Combining elegant images by the New York Times 

bestselling author-illustrator Oliver Jeffers with Sam 

Winston’s typographical landscapes shaped from excerpts 

of children’s classics, A Child of Books is a stunning lyrical 

picture book about the rewards of reading and sharing 

stories—an immersive experience that will inspire readers 

of all ages to create, to question, to explore and to imagine. 

Ages 6–10. $22.00 hc 
books & libraries, imagination & play 

colour illus. throughout, 40 pp. 

978-0-7636-9077-9 (Candlewick Press)

The Fox Who 

Ate Books

Franziska Biermann

Mr. Fox loves books 

so much that he 

“devours” them—

literally. Kids will 

laugh out loud at 

his attempts to 

satisfy his appetite 

for books. 

Ages 5–8. 

$21.95 hc

humour, reading • 54 colour illus. 56 pp. 

978-1-55451-846-3 (Annick Press)

Picture Books
“Poetry lives in books, yes, but also in the stars, 

on the moon, in tree-branch tangles.
Anything the world can be 

in nighttime hush or daytime glee is poetry.”
– Gilles Tibo, All the World a Poem (Erin Woods, trans.)



Elliott’s Guide 

to Dinosaurs

Elliott Seah

A bright, curious 

eight- year-old 

dinosaur expert 

shares his passion 

for paleontology 

in this fun and 

informative guide 

to these fascinating 

prehistoric creatures. Ages 7–11. $19.95 hc Oct.
dinosaurs, paleontology • colour illus. throughout, 

48 pp. 978-1-77164-237-8 (Greystone Books)

The Little 

Book of 

Backyard 

Bird Songs

Andrea 

Pinnington 

& Caz 

Buckingham

Twelve common 

Canadian birds, profiled with a colour photo and 

detailed information of range and habitat, with 

an electronic recorded song for each. Battery 

included. Ages 5–11. $19.95 hc 
birding, nature • colour illus. throughout, 26 pp. 

978-1-77085-744-5 (Firefly Books)
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Factastic: 

A LEGO® 

Adventure in 

the Real World

A book that takes on 

the biggest subject 

of all: our world 

and everything in 

it. Each spread 

contains a LEGO® 

scene to facilitate 

the learning journey. Ages 8–12. $26.99 hc 

science, nature • colour photos & illus. throughout, 

176 pp. 978-1-338-03284-0 (Scholastic)

Fun Facts And Silly Stories:

 Odd Around The World!

Ripley Publishing

Odd Around the World! is the  newest Ripley’s 

Believe It or Not® offering for young readers 

who can’t get enough of the weird, the wild and 

the wonderful. Filled with exclusive content, it’s 

jam-packed with unbelievable stories, hilarious 

photos, puzzles, games and interactive activities 

kids will love. Ages 7–10. $20.95 hc 

education, reference  • colour and b&w photos and 

illus. throughout, 142 pp. 978-1-60991-168-3 

(Ripley Publishing)

100 Days Of Cree

Neal McLeod with Arok Wolvengrey

What happens when you combine social 

media with Canada’s most widely spoken 

Indigenous language? You get Cree 

translations of Star Wars, the buffalo hunt—

and the chance to see the world in another 

way. Based on a series of Facebook posts, 

this book shows a language alive to the 

digital age. Ages 14 and up. $24.95 pb 

culture, computers, tradition• b&w illus. 

throughout, 325 pp. 978-0-88977-429-2 

(University of Regina Press)

Next Round

John Spray

The dramatic 

biography of 

Canadian Olympian 

Arthur Biyarslanov, 

from the flight of 

his family from war-

torn Chechnya to 

standing atop the 

Pan Am podium at 

age 20. Ages 10–14. $16.95 hc; $11.95 pb 
refugees, sports • 8 pp. colour photos, b&w photos 

throughout, 112 pp. 978-1-77278-003-1 hc; 

978-1-77278-001-7 pb (Pajama Press)

age 20. Ages 10–14. $16.95 hc; $11.95 pb 

Fun Facts And Silly Stories: 5

Ripley Publishing

The newest title in the bestselling series, 

Fun Facts & Silly Stories: 5 is full of brand-new 

goofy facts, strange tales and incredible photos 

designed for the young Ripley’s reader. 

It is perfectly kid-sized, yet packs a punch. 

The age-appropriate text entertains kids and 

engages even the most reluctant reader. 

Ages 7–10. $10.95 pb Oct.

education, reference • colour and b&w photos and 

illus. throughout, 224 pp. 978-1-60991-167-6 

(Ripley Publishing)

Canadian birds, profiled with a colour photo and 

prehistoric creatures. Ages 7–11. the learning journey. Ages 8–12.

100 Days Of Cree

YOUNG READERS      CANADIAN AUTHOR 

Non-Fiction
“Writing isn’t magic. . . . Kids can do it. 

When they write down their stories, it means that people 
can read them 10 centuries from now and know who 
we were, and that’s a wonderful, wonderful thing.” 

– Deborah Ellis
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Dog Man

Dav Pilkey

There’s a new 

breed of justice 

in town, and he’s 

ready to sniff 

out criminals—

as soon as he 

stops chasing 

his own tail. 

Ages 7 and up. 

$12.99 hc 

action, adventure • colour illus. throughout, 

240 pp. 978-0-545-58160-8 (Scholastic)

Ghosts

Raina Telgemeier

In a spooky seaside town, two sisters 

search for ghosts. Along the way they learn 

unforgettable lessons about the power of 

family and friendship amidst the reality of loss. 

Ages 8–12. $13.99 pb 

family, illness • colour illus. throughout, 

256 pp. 978-0-545-54062-9 (Scholastic)

Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find 

ThemTM: The Original Screenplay

J.K. Rowling

This new original screenplay marks the 

screenwriting debut of J.K. Rowling. When 

Magizoologist Newt Scamander’s magical 

case is misplaced in New York and his fantastic 

beasts escape, it spells trouble for everyone. 

The all-new adventure, set 65 years prior to 

the Harry Potter series, is epic storytelling 

at its best. All ages. $29.99 hc Nov. 18

fantasy, magic • 256 pp. 

978-1-338-10906-1 (Scholastic Canada)

Howard Wallace, P.I.

Casey Lyall

A hilariously hardboiled middle-grade 

detective novel from a bright new Canadian 

talent. Howard Wallace will leave kids in 

stitches—and wanting more. Ages 8–12. 

$16.95 hc
friendship, mystery & detectives • 

272 pp. 978-1-4549-1949-0 

(Sterling Children’s Books)

Home 

Sweet Motel

Chris Grabenstein

The first in a hilarious 

illustrated series about 

11-year-old P.T. Wilkie 

and the wacky things 

that happen when 

home is the Wonderland 

Motel. Ages 8–12. 

$18.99 hc Oct.
adventure, teamwork, 

friendship •

b&w illus. throughout, 304 pp. 978-0-553-53602-7 

(Random House Books for Young Readers)

Howard Wallace, P.I.The Land of Stories: 

A Treasury of Classic Fairy Tales

Chris Colfer; Brandon Dorman, illus.

From the #1 New York Times bestselling author 

of The Land of Stories series comes the gorgeous 

full-colour illustrated fairy tale collection that 

Alex and Conner fell into in The Wishing Spell—

the magical book that started all their adventures. 

Ages 8–12. $33.99 hc Oct.

fairy tales, magic • colour illus. throughout, 336 pp. 

978-0-316-35591-9 (Little Brown for Young Readers)

©JKR, TM WBEI

Fiction
“After nourishment, shelter and companionship, 
stories are the thing we need most in the world.”

— Philip Pullman



The Seven Prequels (series)

How it all began . . .

      The seven grandsons from the bestselling Seven (the series) 

and The Seven Sequels return in The Seven Prequels, along with 

their daredevil grandfather, David McLean. Seven authors bring 

their signature writing styles to a series of adventures that take 

readers from the jungles of Central America to the mysterious 

streets of Stockholm. 

     Read one. Read them all. You choose the order. For more 

information, visit www.thesevenprequels.com. Ages 9–12.

 adventure, mystery • 168–192 pp. each (Orca Book Publishers)
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The Griffin of Darkwood

Becky Citra

Will Poppy wanted to write with his mother. 

But when she dies, Will moves to a run-down 

castle with evil servants and an aunt that he 

hates. Will finds himself with no desire to 

write, a curse on his new home, and a town 

that would rather see him move far, far away. 

Ages 8–12. $10.95 pb

 grief, family, magic • 184 pp. 

978-1-55050-691- 4 (Coteau Books)

Magnus Chase and the Gods of Asgard, 

Book 2: The Hammer of Thor

Rick Riordan

The second instalment of Riordan’s mythology 

series has Magnus helping the God of Thunder 

find his missing weapon before all Muspellheim 

breaks loose. Ages 10–14. $19.99 hc Oct.

adventure, myths • 528 pp. 978-1-4231-6092-2 

(Disney-Hyperion)

Also Available: Magnus Chase and the Gods 
of Asgard, Book 1: The Sword of Summer

512 pp. 978-1-4231-6091-5 • $19.99

The Griffin of Darkwood

Shadow 

House #1: 

The Gathering

Dan Poblocki

In this unique 

novel illustrated 

with antique photo-

graphs, five kids 

must unlock the 

secrets of a spooky 

house by searching 

for the clues 

scattered throughout. Ages 8–12. $16.99 hc 
horror, mystery • b&w photos throughout, 224 pp. 

978-0-545-92550-1 (Scholastic)

scattered throughout. Ages 8–12.

Holding Up 

the Universe

Jennifer Niven

A heart-wrenching 

story about what 

it means to see 

someone—and 

love someone—for 

who they truly are, 

from the author of 

All the Bright Places. 

Ages 14 and up. 

$23.99 hc Oct.

teen issues, romance, depression, self-esteem • 

400 pp. 978-0-385-75592-4 

(Knopf Books for Young Readers)

teen issues, romance, depression, self-esteem

YOUNG READERS      CANADIAN AUTHOR 

Barracuda

Sigmund Brouwer

978-1-45981-152-2 • $9.95 pb

Jungle Land 

Eric Walters

978-1-45981-149-2 • $9.95 pb

The Missing Skull 

John Wilson 

 978-1-4598-1158-4 • $9.95 pb

Separated

Shane Peacock

978-1-45981-164-5 • $9.95 pb

Slide 

Norah McClintock

  978-1-45981-167-6 • $9.95 pb

Speed 

Ted Staunton

  978-1-4598-1161-4 • $9.95 pb
 
Weerdest Day Ever! 

Richard Scrimger

  978-1-45981-155-3 • $9.95 pb

The Seven Prequels 

Boxed Set

  978-1-45981-170-6  • $59.95 pb
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The Scourge

Jennifer A. Nielsen

When a lethal 

plague sweeps 

the land, a brave 

young girl uncovers 

a devious plot and 

must race against 

time to combat 

the evil traitors. 

Ages 10–14. 

$22.99 hc 

fantasy, adventure • 368 pp. 

978-0-545-68245-9 (Scholastic)

A Monster Calls

Patrick Ness

The monster in Conor’s backyard is not the one he’s been expecting—the one 

from the nightmare he’s had every night since his mother started her treatments. 

This monster is ancient. And wild. And it wants something from Conor. It wants 

the truth. 

     From the final idea of award-winning author Siobhan Dowd—whose premature 

death from cancer prevented her from writing it herself—Patrick Ness has spun 

a haunting and darkly funny novel of mischief, loss and monsters both real and 

imagined. 

     Soon to be a major motion picture (and now in a movie tie-in edition that 

includes a book group discussion guide), A Monster Calls is a poignant tribute 

from “an insanely beautiful writer” (John Green). 

Ages 12 and up. $13.00 pb 

family saga, fantasy, folklore • 240 pp. 

978-0-7636-9215-5 (Candlewick Press)

The Forgetting

Sharon Cameron

In a society that 

loses its collective 

memory, one 

girl remembers 

everything. A 

remarkable story 

of memory and

 loss, love and 

indomitable courage. 

Ages 12 and up. 

$24.99 hc 
science fiction, mystery • 416 pp. 

978-0-545-94521-9 (Scholastic)

In Trilby Kent’s Once, in a Town Called Moth, 

Ana has to navigate life in alien Toronto, after 

growing up in a Mennonite 

colony in Bolivia. Why did 

her father need them to 

flee and can Ana find her 

long missing mother? 

Ages 12 and up. 
$21.99 hc 

social themes, 

emotions & feelings 

                 978-1-10191-811-1 

Dear Canada: 

These Are 

My Words

Ruby Slipperjack

Acclaimed author 

Ruby Slipperjack 

delivers a haunting 

novel about a 12-year-

old girl’s experience 

at a residential school 

in 1966. Ages 9–12. 

$16.99 hc 

history, prejudice • b&w photos, 192 pp. 

978-1-4431-3318-0 (Scholastic Canada)

Fiction
“Storytelling is an act of community, of looking at one 

another afterward and agreeing that we enjoyed it or not. 
Whether the story itself portrays happiness or doom, 

the hope is found when we agree we liked it.”
– Jon Klassen
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